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About This Game

"Ziegwen" a godly sword on a chain which, once you release it, flies through the air like a flash of light to destroy evil.
Master control of "Ziegwen" to fight monsters in this new style of VR action game!

Features

First prize winner at GFF Awards 2018.

When you throw "Ziegwen" it will fly through the air to pierce monsters before returning to your hand.

"Ziegwen" follows a path which changes depending on your arm movements.

If you control its path well, you can take out multiple monsters in a row.

If it sticks in a monster or rock, you can grab and swing it to finish them off.

Master control of "Ziegwen" for a new VR experience unlike anything you've seen before.

Teleport to predetermined points in each level and fight monsters.

There are three levels, and you clear each level by defeating the boss at the end.
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Incredibly emotional and wonderful experience with a massive amount of replayability. This is a must-have for any Choice of
Games' fans.. Love this classic war game. This particular DLC presented a nice challenge towards the tail end of the campaign.
Well worth the five bucks or so that they charge.. The only thing that was fun about this game was the Apple i had instaling it.
\u267f. The second TH game that is available on Steam.
Personally it is one of my most anticipated game.
Being a TH fan for such a long time but found no way to support it, so I bought it without second thought the moment it came
online.

Gameplay wise it is very fast paced I have to say. The implementation of character switch system introduces new combo style
for players to dig ( Though I just mash random keys on keyboard and expect to chain together a move lol).

The art style is really pretty and neat as well. It is obvious to see that this game inherited the same art style from the previous
game ULL, and it works great.

Others: I am really happy to see that there are more characters made playable in this game, and they turn out to be really
astonishing and their skill moves and spell cards really represents their character and ability in the most stylish way.
Also, details such as certain paired up characters have unique interactions in the intro cutscene due to their lore and stories(beef)
with each other.

Music: At last, the musics are great as always, it pumps you up into battle but stand alone they are great arrangement pieces too.

I rate it 10/10, take my money ZUN and buy more beer, get drunk and make even more great games and arrangements for us to
buy.. I think, not bad. but, need more Units, Buildings and Skills
Oh, and more large maps.

And I need Steam workshop.. It is: soundtrack from great gaming composer + 5 hats that you can't get otherwise+ decorative
trinkets (just for fun) + digital stuff. It is worth its price If you getting it on sale.. This game is really good for the price! You get
three modes that are well thought out. The game gets progessively harder as you go making it enjoyable to see how far you can
get. I think an addition of a leaderboard would be a lot of fun on a competative standpoint.

I think the overall game was nicely thought out with the menu, graphics and music.

If you like pong and\/or simon says I would definitely recommend giving it a try,
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I've watched many youtube videos on how to make this thing export to a .apk. And it won't work. I'll spent maybe 2 or more
hours just trying to make this work. Maybe one day I'll find out how to export my games to android but, for right now, I want a
refund.. Cool wee game. I got stuck on one part though and it feels like only 30 other people have seen this game so there is no
guides or anything. Try everything on everyone. You can get through it. It's defo fun enough for the price. It will make few
jump, it will make few bored, place fear into six year olds and laugh about it. I wish there would be updates but the dev was just
looking for a project to get a little scrape a cash from. I can tell that there is not going to be any updates, or extra levels, let alone
some jumpscare bug fixes. The game is playable, as you only sit in one spot, a decent horror introduction demo, game can be
easily purchased by selling trading cards as it's only 1$. I just wish there was more, and could be touched up.. Wow, that was
quite a ride. I liked the variance in the riddles, not just 4 digit combination locks but reading, math, placing and logic puzzles. A
lot of different environments, looking outside from the spaceship was a great view! This one was even longer than the mine,
with three different places that you visit and a story that gets revealed as you go along, if you take the time to read any notes
found.. I must say that this game is one of the best games i have ever played in my entire life.

This game has super great story. When you play it, it actually feels like you are a part of a mafia.
I really recommend this game to everybody who is looking for a great new game.
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